US TAG UPDATE
• TAG was “quiet” for a number of years
• Function and responsibilities of TAG Administrator is being transferred to Alex Mikonowicz
• IEC TC 82 work was not voted on in some instances
• Co-ordination between standards groups was infrequent or not accomplished
• What do we want from the US TAG?
  – Develop US position on all IEC documents
  – Assure that the US position is voted
  – Establish “expert” contact groups within each TC, E44.09, and NEC, UL, etc.
  – Keep TAG participants informed
• What are US PV Industry expectations of the US TAG and it’s newly appointed administrator?
• Need input to bring about a focus that meets the needs of the “stakeholders”.
• Determine “customers / stakeholders”
• Determine what “needs / desires” are
• Determine what can be accomplished
• Publish direction and intent